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It takes a village
The building designed to bring the Lynn University campus
community together began with an action that drew our
supporters together, too: a challenge gift from Christine E. Lynn.
The university center named in her honor is the largest construction
project ever undertaken on campus, and it is more than just a building.
Located in the exact geographic center of campus , it is the heartbeat
of a community where learning extends far beyond the classroom walls.
In this edition, explore the heart of campus , learn more about the people
who made it possible and see how other generous gifts are enhancing
Lynn 's campus and student experience.

"Christine 's generosity and spirit
of giving never cease to amaze us ,
but even greater than her giving
is her leadership. "
Kevin M. Ross
Lynn University President

Capital gifts

Giving that galvanizes
Christine E. Lynn's generosity has inspired others for decades.

Signs of Christine E. Lynn 's generosity are everywhere
in the Boca Raton area. Her name, and that of her late
husband, Eugene, grace many South Florida institutions
that improve the quality of life.
Residents are indebted to the Lynn family-including
the Lynn University community, past, present and future.
"Lynn University is close to my heart because it carries
the Lynn family name, but also because I know how hard
Don and Helen Ross worked and the sacrifices they made
for the school, " she said .
"And look at what the university is today. I am so proud.
I look around campus , and I think how lucky all these
young students are. It gives me great personal
gratification. I never thought little ol' me from Norway
would ever experience anything like this."
Mrs. Lynn grew up in her mother's native Norway and in
Toronto. She was born in Denmark to a Czechoslovakian
father who served in the diplomatic corps , and her mother
was a sports star.
After high school , she received her nursing degree from
University Hospital Ulleval in Oslo, earning both registered
nurse and surgical nurse credentials .
For seven years , she traveled as head nurse on two
Norwegian American Line cruise ships. She met her future
husband, Eugene M. Lynn, on one of the ships and settled
down with him in Boca Raton in 1980.
"My late husband started everything . I wasn 't philanthropic
at all, coming from Norway," she said.
Confident of his wife's abilities, Eugene handed her the
reins to the E.M. Lynn Foundation , where she serves as
its trustee. When he passed away in 1999-just six weeks
short of their 20th wedding anniversary-Mrs. Lynn felt
his hand on her shoulder, guiding her as she continued
his legacy. >

Top Eugene M. and Christine E. Lynn at the dedication of the Eugene M. and Christine E. Lynn
Library Eugene introduced his wife, Christine, to President Emeritus Donald E. and Helen L Ross
(pictured with Mrs. Lynn bottom, right). They've been friends and supporters ever since.
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Mrs. Lynn understands the power of giving and hopes
her generosity is contagious. She sets an example
with her support of numerous local organizations
and encourages people to join her in shaping the face
and spirit of the community through charitable giving.
"You can 't do it alone," she said . "We're very fortunate
in Boca to have so many generous people."

Lynn family gifts have transformed the university.
In 1990, the College of Boca Raton received a donation
to build the Eugene M. and Christine E. Lynn Residence
Center, a 93,000-square-foot dorm to house 300
students and a health and fitness center.
The College of Boca Raton was renamed Lynn University
in 1991.
"It made me feel really special to have a school in the
Lynn family name," she said. "It makes me feel good
that it 's benefiting others ."

In 1994, the Lynns donated another substantial gift that
quadrupled the size of the campus library. The Eugene
M. and Christine E. Lynn Library offers access to millions
of journal articles online and over 180,000 streaming
videos , audio clips , CDs and DVDs, as well as over
365,000 e-book and print book titles .
Mrs. Lynn was also responsible for the Christine
Room, which evolved into the very popular Christine's,
a market-fresh cafe open to all. Its new home in the
university center has the vibe of an upscale pub, with
comfy booths, an outdoor terrace and a bar offering
coffee, comfort food, beer and wine.
The generosity of the Lynn family helped bring many projects to life on campus,
including the Eugene M. and Christine E. Lynn Library (top) and E.M. Lynn
Residence Center (bottom)

"It's fun to see new donors who believe in the school
and want to donate to something that is close to their
hearts. It's exciting to me because I find that it's everyone
together that makes something very successful, not just
one person or two, but the whole community," she said.
Lynn's Senior Vice President for Development and
Administration Gregory J. Malfitano '73, '75 said,
"Christine is a very kind, caring, compassionate individual
who inspires people to feel good about themselves.
She is the spirit of Lynn University and has helped
make this institution the special place it is, not only
by her own generosity but also by setting an example
for others to help the university."
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Clockwise from top, left: Christine E. Lynn pictured with Elaine J Wold at the annual Gingerbread Holiday Concert. Mrs. Lynn and Mary Perper visit with sludents. Mrs. Lynn celebrates the groundbreaking
of the Snyder Sanctuary with Jamie S. Snyder. Mrs. Lynn and Bobby Campbel l receive honors. Mrs. Lynn celebrates the groundbreaking of the Mohammed lndimi International Business Center.

Mrs. Lynn knows her friends take pleasure in giving as
well. "I was happy to hear that Elaine Wold had given a
donation to the university center. She likes the idea of
Christine's, so she wanted an Elaine's dining area."
"I said, 'Elaine, you and I are going to have to compete
for who's the best cook. We'll have to put our aprons
on.' And she started laughing. But I think it's wonderful.
I think everybody who's contributed to this building is
doing something really special for the school and for
the students."

"Christine's generosity and spirit of giving never cease
to amaze us, but even greater than her giving is her
leadership," said Lynn President Kevin M. Ross. "We are
so grateful for the unmatchable role Christine has played
in our university's many achievements . She truly is our
strongest supporter."

Capital gifts

The Christine E. Lynn University Center groundbreaking
ceremony on April 20, 2017, was one for the record
books. As the golden shovels dug into the earth , Lynn
University commenced the largest construction project
ever undertaken on campus. The move symbolized the
early completion of the university's strategic plan. It also
represented the beginning of a new era-one that would
be centered on engaging, expanding and elevating the
Lynn experience.
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The project was first envisioned as part of the
university planning process led by the late George
Keller, an education planner and strategist who wrote
Lynn2020. He proposed a student center that would
support enrollment goals by enhancing student
accommodations and services. He believed it should
include innovations to complement technological
advancements in the classroom.

In 2015, Christine E. Lynn, benefactor and chairwoman
of the board of trustees, pledged a $15 million leadership
gift that inspired over 100 additional donors to help make
the building a reality. To those who know her, the gift was
befitting of her pioneering spirit.
"We are very grateful to Christine," said Lynn President
Kevin M. Ross. "She believes in investing in people, like
our students, who will make meaningful contributions to
the future. Her guidance, leadership and support have
been invaluable in the advancement of our university." >

The heart of campus
According to the Campus Master Plan, developed in
2009 with high-profile design firm Gensler, the university
center is the "heart of campus." Its design makes it the
first building to combine social, academic and dining
spaces into one facility where students can work
and play-night and day.
Built at the center of Lynn's 115-acre campus, the
building is conveniently located between student
housing and academic buildings and campus services.
It is easily accessible from all entrances. To the north,
Christine 's Park, an inviting green space outfitted
with amphitheater-style seating, encourages outdoor
learning. To the south, a new roundabout improves
traffic flow.
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The building is a magnificent modern marvel made
of concrete, steel and glass. Floor-to-ceiling windows
encase the building. In the day, the sun's rays bounce
off the glass, beckoning students to explore inside .
In the evening , magnificent sunsets illuminate
west-facing offices and conference rooms while
indoor lighting invites students to mingle with
friends or study for a while.

Key facts
Lead gift: Mrs . Christine E. Lynn
Design firm: Gensler
Groundbreaking: April 20, 2017
Grand opening: Feb . 8, 2019
Square footage: 65,000

Anticipated to be Lynn's third LEED-certified building,
the center was built with U.S. Green Building Council's
sustainability rating system in mind. Over 75 percent of
construction waste was recycled; more than a quarter
of building materials were made from recycled content;
more than half of the wood used was harvested from
a responsibly managed forest, and it incorporates
water and energy efficiencies.

The building is designed to become the social
hub of student life. Students can find everything
from personalized services and areas for self-exploration
to idea incubators that challenge Lynn's international
student body to innovate and address global challenges.

>
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A grand tour

The Schmidt Family Campus Store carries
Lynn-branded clothes and student necessities.
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From the main entrance in the northeast, visitors enter
the Irving and Barbara Gutin Living Room , where a
resource hub helps students and visitors find campus
information with ease. Nearby Elaine's, a multipurpose
space, invites students to enjoy on-stage entertainment
and group activities. Students can gather in Bobby
Campbell Dining Commons and enjoy delicious, fresh
dining options 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
in Mary's Kitchen . Students also can enjoy their meals
on the east-facing terrace just outside the commons,
with serene lake views. >

Coordinator Jessica
Fitzpatrick invites students
to explore the new Center fo r
Student Involvement.

On the second floor overlooking the park, Christine's resembles
an upscale pub with TVs tuned in to the Lynn Sports Network.
Serving comfort food specialties and everything from lattes to
lagers, its vibe is completed with cozy booths, counter seating ,
dining tables and a north-facing terrace.
The second floor includes spaces for alumni, career, study abroad
and conference activities. It's home to student organizations
and offices for the Center for Student Involvement and the Division
of Student Affairs. Two side-by-side conference rooms offer event
space, while additional conference spaces help students study
in privacy. Terraces also adorn the east and west sides of the
second floor.
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For our partners
A special thank you to the following
organizations for their work and expertise:
Gensler
Gerrits Construction
Dunsky, Miskel and Backman, LLC
Empire Office
Hardrives, inc.
HI-Tech Roofing & Sheet Metal, Inc.
Horton/ Jones Electrical Contractors, Inc.
The third floor is home to coworking spaces
complemented by Lynn's Social Impact Lab and
Watson Institute at Lynn University. The mostly open
floor plan inspires creativity, curiosity and originality
and is designed to attract young entrepreneurs and
changemakers from the campus and the community.

J.B. Painting & Waterproofing Inc.
JGR Construction Inc.
OCI Associates
Reliance Engineering, Inc.
Siemens lndustr)i, Inc.
Terracon Services, Inc.

Fabricated for the future
The Christine E. Lynn University Center inspires
students, alumni, employees and the whole Lynn
community to feel at home in the heart of campus.
This landmark building is the university's latest-and
perhaps greatest-way of leaving a lasting impression
on all who study at, work at or visit Lynn .

Thomas Engineering Group
Traffic Tech, Inc.
William R. Nash, Inc .
. .. and all of our other collaborators .
You helped make our vision a beautiful reality.

Capital gifts

A celebration of the people who made it possible
The university center's signature spaces reflect their sponsors' caring personalities.

University administrators worked closely with Gensler's
architects, interior designers and generous donors
to ensure the building is fun and functional and
leaves a lasting impression.
Major features like the open staircase at the main
entrance and oversized chandeliers in the Schmidt
Family Campus Store, to finer details like the colorful
three-dimensional sound-proofing in modern conference
rooms prove that the building is not only the heart
of campus-it was built with heart, too.

Thanks to the leadership of Christine E. Lynn's challenge
gift, the university center received an outpouring of
support from the community, alumni , parents and other
Lynn supporters. Additional named spaces can be found
throughout the building-from conference rooms on the
second floor to the three cozy booths in Christine's.
The generosity of the Lynn family brings the university
center to life. The campus community gathered together
during Feb. 7 and Feb. 8 open house events at the
beautiful new building.
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Photos
1. Christine E. Lynn, Donald E. Ross, Mary Perper, Helen L. Ross
2. Pat Toppel, Nancy Pontius

3. Isabel le Paul , Mary Anna Fowler
4. Cindy and John Langan
5. Arthur and Caryn Levison
6. Jamie S. and Stephen F. Snyder

7. Mary Ann and Paul Milhous
8. Cole Larson, David and Barbara Gerrits, Shawn Anderson ,
Libia and Ross Lumsden
9 Debbie Lindstrom and Robert Sheetz
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•

•

Lynn President Kevin M. Ross addresses guests during the opening night ribbon-cutting ceremony for the new Christine E. Lynn University Center on Feb. 7.
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Photos
10. AnaMaria, Beatrice, Brian and Dr. John Siliquini
11. Robin Muir, Francine Metallo
12. Robert and Laurie Levine
13. Mark and Marilyn Swillinger,
Deanna and Chris Wheeler
14. Vicki Gaebe, Rita Michel
15 Dolores Woolley, Mary Anne Kull
16. Jay and Marilyn Nelson
17. Becky and Jan Carlsson

18. Terry Fedele, Pam Coffey, Pat Thomas,
Christine E. Lynn
19. Al Zucaro, Yvonne S. Boice
20. Joan Wargo, John Mortimer
21. Theresa and Richard Lubman, Elliott and Barbi Block
22. Matt Jaeger, Courtney Rodgers

"The living room is a space for students to
interact and get the peer-to-peer contact
and learning that is so important to the
overall student experience."
Anthony Altieri
Vice President of Student Affairs

The Gutin Living Room

Capital gifts

Make yourself at home
The Gutin Living Room invites students to meet, chat and linger.

Every home needs a living room-and the Christine
E. Lynn University Center, home to so many student centered offices and activities, is no different.
The Irving and Barbara Gutin Living Room is an informal ,
inviting space where students can meet, take a break
or people-watch . The design firm Gensler selected
comfortable seating choices that can be used and
combined in a variety of ways.
"It's a warm and friendly space, " said Barbara Gutin ,
who, together with her late husband, Irving , made a
generous gift to create the living room.
The living room is nestled between Elaine's and the
Bobby Campbell Dining Commons, so students can
meet before finding a dining table together, or they can
take their after-dinner conversation to the comfortable
sofas, chairs and footstools .
"I like that it's on the way to where students eat. They
can sit and talk, or just say, 'Meet me at the living room,"'
Mrs. Gutin said.
In addition to soft sofas and cushioned chairs , the room
features multipurpose pieces that can serve as seats
or small tables.
"The living room is a space for students to interact
and get the peer-to-peer contact and learning that is
so important to the overall student experience, " said
Dr. Anthony Altieri, vice president of student affairs.
The second floor opens over the living room , creating
an airy feel and giving students on the second floor a
view of the activity below. Large glass windows along
two walls make the room bright and cheerful and also
give students outside a view of the activity inside.

Barbara Gutin and Cheryl Elliott

Mrs. Gutin, who serves on the board of the Friends
of the Conservatory of Music , said living rooms
appeal to her because they're relaxed and homey.
"I find the Lynn University campus very peaceful, "
she said . "I'm happy to be part of it. "

Capital gifts

Food, friends and fun
Elaine's is a space to eat, meet, sing karaoke-or all three.

Friends, food and fun. Some the best memories start
with these three ingredients, especially for college
students, and they can find all three in a new dining
spot in the university center.
Thanks to a generous gift from Elaine J. Wold, a bright,
contemporary casual dining space nestles in the
northwest corner of the first floor. Elaine's provides
a place for students to gather, eat together, and
attend events and entertainment.
"It's warm and welcoming. It was designed to be a home
away from home for students," said Cliff Ballmann, former
project manager for Gensler, the building 's architect.
It's also a convenient spot for students to eat during the
day, with seating for over 150 people at cozy cafe tables
for four. Larger groups may choose to sit where tables
have been pushed together to create rectangular dining
surfaces for eight. A few tables for two encourage
one-on-one conversation.
In addition , Elaine's patio is a beautiful spot for al fresco
dining and conversations.

Elaine J Wold enjoys the entertai nment space at Elaine's with Jan McArt.

Elaine's design incorporates a small stage at one
end and glass doors to let event organizers enclose
the area (while allowing passersby a peek at the
excitement within) .
In the evening or during off hours, student groups can
reserve the space for events. Student involvement staff
organize entertainment there as well.
"I 'm excited about the dedication of the university center
and about the opening of Elaine's," Wold said. "The entire
space will provide energy, fellowship and fun along with
great food for all students, staff and guests."
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151 floor

Students take center stage

...

Elaine's is the perfect spot for student-centered
entertainment and events. Its stage, which supports
additional seating by day, transforms at night to
the focal point of the venue. Its 18-inch elevation
provides good visibility while maintaining a
close proximity to create a sense of intimacy
for the audience.
"Any of our student groups can request to use
space on campus, " said Jaclyn Kuwik, assistant
director of student involvement. "I know a number
of our organizations are eager to use Elaine's, and
we may even find that having the space available
will inspire new groups to form ."

An improv club, for example, would find the setup
just right for audience involvement and response.
"We will be holding open-mic nights and musical
evenings," she said . "We may bring in a hypnotist
or a magician-whatever appeals to our students."
A dining space that converts to an entertainment
venue is the perfect gift to campus from Elaine
J. Wold, whose generosity made the Keith C.
and Elaine Johnson Wold Performing Arts Center
possible, and whose warmhearted spirit and sense
of fun support "Elaine's Annual Musical Treat, " a
staged concert production of a beloved musical.

Perper pride
Mary and the late Harold Perper have made an impact
on the quality of campus life over the past 28 years .

Their gifts include:
• Mary's Kitchen in the Christine E. Lynn
University Center
• Perper Women's Lacrosse Locker Room
at Bobby Campbell Stadium
• Mary and Harold Perper Residence Hall
• Mary Ann and Harold Perper Intramural Field
• Mary Ann and Harold Perper Grandstands
at Bobby Campbell Stadium
• Perper Tennis Complex
• Mary Ann and Harold Perper Orchestra
and Mezzanine Seating in the Keith C. and Elaine
Johnson Wold Performing Arts Center
• Mary and Harold Perper Plaza
• Perper Mailroom
• Harold and Mary Perper Testing Center
in the Institute for Achievement and Learning
• Perper Coffee House in the Eugene M.
and Christine E. Lynn Library
• Perper Communication Center
• Scholarships and annual gifts

Mary's Kitchen

Capital gifts

Service with style
Mary's Kitchen showcases Lynn's culinary delights.

When you feed a student body of over 3,000-along
with facu lty and staff-and serve everything from
macaroni and cheese to delicate hors d'oeuvres , you
need a top-notch , efficient kitchen and serving space.
It doesn't hurt if the design makes it easy for chefs
to whet diners' appetites with delicacies that defy
most preconceived notions of cafeteria food .
Mary's Kitchen , located on the ground floor of the
Christine E. Lynn University Center, is a gleaming,
modern yet comfortable area for serving food but also for cooking.
"Most of the cooking wil l be done in the front of the
house, in display cooking stations," said Thomas
Heffernan, director of construction and sustainability.
"Exhibition cooking" stations, where food is prepared
in front of the diner, delight the senses. The sights
and sounds of chefs combining fresh, colorful
ingredients entice diners in a way that traditional
buffet service can't.
While some of the stations will be familiar to current
patrons, others will have a new twist.
"We decided to go back to an old-fashioned brick
pizza oven," said Heffernan. "Pizza is an ever-popular
choice at Lynn ."
Like the rest of the university center, the kitchen helps
unite the campus community. This allows open access
to the dining area, not only for those purchasing their
food but also for students or staff bringing a packed
lunch or takeout from other cafes on campus, such as
Christine's on the second floor. Commuter students
can now easily join residential students for lunch.

Mary Perper, cenler, lours the kilchen wilh Heien L. and Donald E. Ross.

The design features a new system to manage
purchases: Diners w ill pass through checkout lines
on their way out. Multiple checkout lines will allow
faster service for a steady flow of diners.
Mary Perper and her late husband , Harold, have been
friends and benefactors of Lynn for many years. The
Perper name appears on facilities as varied as Lynn's
newest residence hall, the intramural field, the library
coffee shop and the student mailroom , now located
on the south side of the university center's first floor.
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Room for all
The new dining commons welcomes everyone.

The Bobby Campbell Dining Commons is a bright,
inviting space where friends and colleagues can eat
or catch up. The space occupies the southeast corner
of the fi rst floor, overlooking a newly expanded lake
and catching the morning sunshine.
The new dining commons, with overflow seating in
Elaine's, adds more than 260 seats over its predecessor,
w ith seating options that range from intimate banquettes
to a family-style table that seats 24. Low seats face
the windows, wh ich overlook the lake, whi le long
counters with high-top seating help divide the space
and control noise levels.
The open floorplan has open-access, inviting guests to
buy food from Mary's Kitchen, the new servery adjacent
to the commons, or bring snacks from home.
"As commuting seniors, my sister and I decided not
to participate in the meal plan," said Lindsay Miller,
class of 2019. "The dining commons is always a favorite
gathering spot, so we're looking forward to being able
to meet our friends or project team members who live
on campus and want to meet in the dining commons
without paying."
Bobby Campbel I

The dining commons is the latest gift from Bobby
Campbell, a believer in the value of a Lynn education.
"My love for the school and my respect for the people
w ho run it made me want to contribute to this project,"
he said. "I just think it's a great university."
Campbell's other namesake on campus, Bobby
Campbell Stadium, continues to delight athletes and
fans. It's his hope that the dining commons similarly will
deepen connections among students and encourage
them to spend more time working and relaxing together.
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Fun fact
Campbell didn't attend college, despite earning a scholarship.
Instead, he went straight to work while still in high school,
earning his way from stock boy at Kinney Shoes to the CEO
of footwear company BBC International, which he founded.

Bobby Campbell Dining Commons

"The Schmidt Family Foundation always
seeks to support institutions and programming
that will enrich the commun ity. The university
center will certainly do that for Lynn."
Richard Schmidt

Schmidt Family Campus Store
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From conventional to contemporary
The Schmidt Family Campus Store blends style and convenience.

Many students relish their proximity to South Florida 's
shopping meccas-but they need never step off campus
for stylish Lynn-branded clothes or day-to-day necessities .
The Schmidt Family Campus Store's bright, contemporary
design gives it the aura of a boutique that invites students
and parents to linger.
Its central location ensures convenience and encourages
repeat visits. Students can enter the store directly from
outside on the southern, residential side of campus,
or from inside the university center.
Merchandise displays just outside the shop draw students
in to check out the latest Lynn gear. Seasonal displays
sport game time accessories, stocking stutters and
products made by Lynn alumni .
The store is the latest among dozens of generous
gifts by the Schmidts, ranging from annual gifts to
capital gifts for construction projects like the Charles E.
& Dorothy F. Schmidt College Center and the Schmidt
Family Studio at the Keith C. and Elaine Johnson Wold
Performing Arts Center.
"The Schmidt Family Foundation always seeks to
support institutions and programming that will enrich
the community," said Richard Schmidt. "The university
center w ill certainly do that for Lynn."
Schmidt said the foundation is proud to partner w ith
Lynn, an institution that allows people to help themselves
and strengthen communities. Since they're both published
authors, the Schmidts also like the connection between
the new space and a traditional campus bookstore.
"Naming the campus store," he said, "seemed like the
right match for us. "

Richard and Barbara Schmidt
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Designed with Christine in mind
New campus hot spots include an upscale pub and the university's own central park.

Christi ne's Park
The green space leading to the university center's north
side follows a simple design, one informed by Christine
E. Lynn's personal aesthetic.
"They asked me what I wanted in the garden, and I told
them that I like a clean landscape environment so you
can see everything," said Mrs. Lynn . "I think the park
will highlight the heart of the campus."
The park draws students to the university center and
also allows events to spill over from inside to make
the most of the South Florida setting.
An amphitheater-style teaching area allows faculty
to hold classes outdoors. Along the diagonal path,
a bench wall offers spots for students to stop to answer
a text or simply enjoy their surroundings. There is also
an open space to play frisbee or spread a picnic blanket.

Christine E. Lynn visits Christine's for the fi rst time.
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The simple yet elegant layout is especially striking when
seen from the second floor of the university center, which
affords views of campus on all sides. Walkways lead
students from other points on campus through the green
space to the university center, making it clear that the
park and building are the heart of campus.

Christine's
Second floor
In its first incarnation, this dining area was known
as the Christine Room . Later, it evolved into a
fresh-market cafe popular with students and staff.
In its latest update, on the second floor overlooking
Christine's Park, Christine's resembles an upscale
pub, with 1Vs tuned in to the Lynn Sports Network.
On the menu are snacks, coffee, light meals and,
in the evenings, beer and wine.

"We plan to hold trivia nights, sip-and-paint classes
and other fun events in the evenings at the new
Christine's," said Jaclyn Kuwik, assistant director
for student involvement.
The seating plan includes stools at the bar, two
large tables, several smaller tables and three cozy
booths. A nook at one end features armchairs
and sofas where students can relax with friends .

"To me, the key feature of the new space
is its adaptability because it enables us
to set the room up differently for different
kinds of meetings."
Natalia Narvaez, class of 2019
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A sophisticated space
The second floor features a multipurpose conference room.

This room may be called a "combinable conference
room" on architectural plans, but to the Lynn University
commun ity, it will be a place to learn, share ideas
with student government, meet employers or host a
celebration. Architecture firm Gensler designed the
George Elmore and Marti LaTour Student Leadership
Conference Center to be multifunctional, meeting a
number of current needs and anticipating future uses.
Thanks to a retractable wall, two rooms, each furnished
with a 12-person conference table, can quickly become
one larger room . Each section also features a large
wall-mounted screen for sharing presentations or video.
The west-facing room's windows offer dramatic sunset
views, making it perfect for an early evening event. The
eastern room has cozy seating integrated along its walls.
The conference room is also an ideal setup for meetings
of organizations like Knights of the Roundtable (KOR),
the student government.
"We're really excited to use the new space," said KOR
Officer Evan Musgrave '18, class of 2020. "It's important
to have a consistent meeting place with enough seating
for everyone."
External Relations Knight Natalia Narvaez, class of 2019,
said, "To me, the key feature of the new space is its
adaptability because it enables us to set the room
up differently for different kinds of meetings."
George Elmore and Marti LaTour, whose gift made the
conference center possible, have generously supported
Lynn in the past; the previous dining commons in the
Lynn Student Center, fondly remembered by alumni
and current students, was one of their gifts.

George Elmore and Marti La Tour
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Ready, willing and able-and close by
Student affairs suite places staff in the midst of student activity.

The Daniel M. Doyle Jr. Student Affairs Suite places the
Division of Student Affairs just a few steps away from
the Center for Student Involvement.
The suite includes a cozy reception area, staff offices
and a conference room . Its most valuable attribute,
though, is its location in the southwest corner of the
university center's second floor. South-facing windows
overlook the residential side of campus, home to half
Lynn's students. West-facing windows in the offices
of Dr. Anthony Altieri, vice president of student affairs,
and Dr. Gary Martin, dean of students, overlook popular
student hangouts, including the basketball and tennis
courts, pool and Bobby Campbell Stadium.

"Students learn the most when things don't go as
planned, and our students step up to the challenge.
But if they reach an impasse, they now have support
from professional staff all around them, " Altieri added.
He and his team oversee 10 departments related to
students' well-being, from campus recreation and
campus safety, to the health center and counseling.
Giving back to the community is second nature to Daniel
M. Doyle Jr. and Nicole Doyle, who funded the student
affairs suite. In fact, Mr. Doyle's company, DEX Imaging,
generously donates one third of its profits.

"We are just steps from student government and
other student organizations," said Altieri. "Working
in the university center immerses us in student life
more than ever. "
Student affairs staff are dedicated to helping students
navigate their young professional years and develop
critical thinking , social and leadership skills. The
office's close proximity to the Student Resource Room
and Center for Student Involvement helps increase
the team's visibility and-hopefully-makes it easier
for students to feel comfortable seeking additional
mentoring services.
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Supporting student leaders
The Center for Student Involvement moves to a new home.

The Center for Student Involvement makes it easier
than ever for students to pursue their passions
outside the classroom.
Located on the second floor of the university center,
the space has a soft seating area as well as private
offices-a combination that lets students connect with
staff in whichever setting they find most comfortable.
"We want students to feel that the space belongs
to them, not just to staff," said Jaclyn Kuwik,
assistant director for student involvement.
The center provides clubs and organizations with
workstations and a meeting room. It also has a nearby
resource room, which contains office and art supplies
that can help students run and promote their events.

The latest technology helps staff and students work
more effectively. Digital screens allow staff to share
the latest news, events and student accomplishments
instantly. Electronic locks allow student leaders access
to the space 24/ 7.
"One of our goals is to help students become more
independent during their years here," said Kuwik.
"Having freer access to work areas and supplies
helps them feel more autonomous."
Knights of the Roundtable, Lynn University 's student
government organization, are the first permanent
student occupants.
A generous gift from the Charles Urso Family, who also
donated the marble for Lynn's breathtaking Remembrance
Plaza, made the Center for Student Involvement possible.

Capital gifts

Park your skateboard, then change the world
Birk Collaboration Hub fosters deep thinking and creativity.

The Birk Collaboration Hub on the third floor of the
Christine E. Lynn University Center is an open, warm
space with 22 individual workstations where students
can hang their skateboards, then get down to work.
When they are ready for a break or a brainstorming
session, students can move to one of the sofas that
invite quiet conversation. The design allows students
to focus on individual work while also making it easy
to share ideas.
The collaboration hub is a generous gift from Bernadette
Birk, who knows what it takes to become a business
leader. Decades ago, she defied the male-dominated
corporate design field to create her own niche.
"In those days, they didn't want women in design firms ,"
she said. "I was in a firm with 27 men, and I was the
only woman. They couldn't not hire me-my portfolio
was too good. So, they gave me the worst jobs."
She managed to turn the challenge to her advantage.
How? Through hard work.

Bernadette Birk and loulia Nikifo rova

"In corporate design, it's very rare to be on deadline
and on budget," she said . "I was always ahead of
deadline and under budget. Within two years, I was
the boss of the guys who'd set me up."
Birk taught at four New York City colleges: Parsons
School of Design , the Fashion Institute of Technology,
New York Institute of Technology and Oueensborough
Community College. She served as a role model for
female students, who sometimes lacked confidence.
"They would come into the course very timid. As time
went on, they got more and more confident," Birk said.
By the end of the course, the students could present
their work to professionals for in-class critiques without
flinching. "And I would just want to cry, looking at these
young women and remembering where they'd started
and seeing how far they'd come."

The Birk Collaboration Hub
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The builder, the athlete, the Lynn-for-l ifer.
England-native Ross Lumsden landed an apprenticeship right
out of high school. When he wasn't working, he was on the
soccer field.
Five years into his career, he received an unexpected phone call.
One scouting trip and few months later, Lumsden was on his way
to the U.S. to play soccer on a scholarship at Lynn University.
His sophomore year, Lumsden landed an on-campus job
with Thomas Heffernan, the current director of construction
and sustainability. Under Heffernan 's guidance for four years,
Lumsden learned everything about the construction industry,
from how to work with vendors and source bids to managing
inventory and installations.
"There was something about him," said David Gerrits, owner
of Gerrits Construction, a longtime Lynn construction partner.
"I knew he was the right guy for my team."
He offered Lumsden a job , and so did Lynn 's Office of Admission.
"I wanted to go into marketing," Lumsden laughed , "so I jumped
at the chance to work for Gerrits, because I thought I could do
it there. What I didn 't know was that my decision would bring
me back to Lynn. "

All styles of giving
Ross Lumsden '04 , '05

Lumsden joined Gerrits in 2005, and today he is the
company's vice president. He has managed six building
projects on Lynn's campus.

Alumnus Ross Lumsden was the lead project manager on the Christine E. Lynn University Center.

"He 's my right-hand man," said Gerrits. "He makes good
decisions and takes care of our clients. "

& White Club for over eight years. He also attends Alumni

He attends home games and has held positions in the Blue

Heffernan and other Lynn administrators appreciate the value
he brings to each build as a professional and an alumnus.
Lumsden 's deep relationships across campus help, too.
Outside of work he supports the Fighting Knights Athletics
program, which he helped win a national championship in 2003.

Weekend and gives back in other ways.
"I took something from Lynn-my education-and now
I'm giving something back," said Lumsden . "I've been on the
alumni bandwagon for years. I will do anything to help Lynn.
It's like my second home."
Read the full story at lynn.edu/ross
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